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The congenital Long QT Syndrome (LQTS) is characterized by abnormally prolonged ventricular
repolarization due to inherited defect in cardiac sodium and potassium channels, which
predisposes the patients to syncope, ventricular arrhythmias, and sudden cardiac death. Early
diagnosis and preventive treatment are instrumental to prevent sudden cardiac death in patients
with the congenital LQTS. The diagnostic criteria for congenital LQTS are based on certain
electrocardiographic findings and clinical history. Recently genotype specific electrocardiographic
pattern in the congenital LQTS has also been described. Recent studies suggest feasibility of
genotype specific treatment of LQTS and, in near future, mutation specific treatment will probably
become a novel approach to this potentially fatal syndrome. We describe two cases that fulfilled
the electrocardiographic and historical diagnostic criteria with morphology on electrocardiogram
(ECG) suggestive of LQT1 genotype.
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INTRODUCTION
The Long QT is a rare congenital disorder
characterized by QT-interval prolongation and
repetitive episodes of syncope and cardiac arrest
related to rapid, polymorphic ventricular tachycardia.
Genetic linkage mapping defines six types of LQTS
(LQT1-LQT6) out of which, LQT1-LQT3 have been
well characterized in clinical studies.1 Diagnosis of
LQTS is based on clinical and electrocardiographic
features (table-1)2 while T-wave morphology has
specifically been shown to be indicator of underlying
genotype of LQTS3, being of long duration (broad) in
LQT1, small and/or notched in LQT2, and with
unusually late onset peaked/biphasic in LQT34
(figure-1).3 Identifying the genotype of LQTS seems
to gain importance, as has significant impact on out
come5 and management.
Table-1: Diagnostic criteria for the congenital
long QT syndrome

These ECG characteristics are useful for
selecting which gene to investigate first, while
performing genetic analysis. The identification of
genotype specific ECG pattern is gaining importance,
for its potential use in the management of LQTS,
with favorable outcome.

Figure-1. Genotype-specific electrocardiographic (ECG)
pattern in the congenital long QT syndrome. Top. The two
most common LQT1 ECG patterns: broad-based T-wave
pattern (A) and normal-appearing T-wave pattern (B). Middle.
The two most frequently encountered LQT2 ECG
manifestations: obvious bifid T waves (A) and subtle bifid T
wave with a second component on top of the T wave in limb
and left precordial leads (B) (or, alternatively, the second
component on the down slope of T wave; not shown). Bottom.
Most typical LQT3 ECG pattern: late-onset peaked/biphasic
T-wave (A). Modified from Zhang et al. Circulation. 2000;
102:2849-55 (142), with permission.

The two cases described by us fulfill the
diagnostic criteria set in Table-I for LQTS with long
duration (broad) T-waves in both cases suggesting
underlying genotype to be LQT1.
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CASE NO. 1
A 44-year-old lady presented with history of
palpitations and a sudden onset syncopal attack.
Patient had been experiencing such episodes in the
past but was never investigated. Her family and
medication history was not significant. The lady was
admitted and 12-lead ECG was done which showed a
prolonged QT interval (Fig.2a). The corrected QTinterval (QTc) as calculated by applying Bazett
formula (QT-interval / square root of RR-interval)
was 490 msec. Patient was put on telemetry, which
recorded multiple runs of polymorphic ventricular
tachycaria (torsades de pointes) (Fig-2b). Meanwhile,
baseline investigations including routine serum
electrolytes and serum magnesium were ordered and
2-D echocardiogram (ECHO) was done. All these
investigations were normal. According to the
diagnostic criteria in Table-1 patient qualified for the
category of definite LQTS as she had a history of
syncope of sudden (occurring without stress), a QTc
of > 480 msec and recorded runs of torsades de
pointes. ECG analysis (Fig-2) for diagnosis of
underlying genotype suggested the genotype LQT1 in
this case.

QTc was calculated (according to Bazette formula) to
be of 500 msec. A Holter monitor was placed which
revealed
frequent
monomorphic
premature
ventricular contractions (PVCs) and non-sustained
runs of monomorphic ventricular tachycardia. A
single run of polymorphic ventricular tachycardia
(Torsades de pointes) was also recorded (fig.3b)
coinciding with an episode of syncope. 2-D
echocardiogram and routine blood chemistry
including serum magnesium were all normal.
According to the Table I, history of syncope, QTc of
500 msec and recorded run of torsades de pointes
gave the patient more than 4 points and she qualified
for the category of definite LQTS. The ECG
morphology suggested a genotype of LQT1 when it
was compared to the standard ECG shown in Fig-1.

Figure-3a: 12-lead ECG showing prolonged QT-interval and
ventricular conduction delay (broad QRS complexes).
Figure-3b: ECG from Holter showing run of polymorphic VT
(Torsades de pointes).

Figure 2a. 12-lead ECG showing prolonged QT interval and a
brief run of polymorphic VT.
Figure 2b. ECG recorded from Telemetry showing runs of
polymorphic VT (Torsades de Pointes)

Patient was started on oral beta-blockers and
magnesium supplements with resolution of her
symptoms. She was advised to have frequent
chemistry check and avoid QT-interval prolonging
medications.

CASE NO. 2
A 39-year-old lady, with 20 weeks intrauterine
pregnancy, presented with severe episodes of
palpitations followed by syncope over a 4 month
period. A detailed family and medication history was
unrevealing. Patient was admitted and 12-lead ECG
was performed which showed ventricular conduction
delay and QT-interval prolongation (Fig-3a). The

While the patient had some pre-pregnancy
palpitations, her symptoms had clearly worsened
because of the stress of pregnancy. A repeat holter on
high
dose
beta-blockers
showed
dramatic
improvement
with
complete resolution of
monomorphic
and
polymorphic
ventricular
tachycardia. Patient later delivered a normal but lowbirth weight baby by cesarean section and was
discharged on beta-blockers and magnesium
supplements. She was advised to have frequent
chemistry check and avoid any medicines that may
prolong QT-interval. She was placed on magnesium
supplements and was advised to have frequent
chemistry check and avoid any medicines that may
prolong QT-interval.

DISCUSSION
The congenital LQTS is a potentially life threatening
condition, caused by mutations in genes encoding
cardiac ion channels which result in prolongation of
ventricular action potential. Genetic screening of
symptomatic patients or their asymptomatic family
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Facilities for genetic analysis are not easily
members may identify patients at risk for life
available in Pakistan. However, in view of the
threatening arrhythmias and the type of LQT as it has
growing importance of genotype specific treatment of
important implications in the management. Out of the
this potentially fatal syndrome, one can utilize the
several forms of congenital LQTS, three forms
ECG criteria as a reliable indicator of the underlying
LQT1, LQT2, and LQT3 have been well
genotype and accordingly tailor the management.
characterized. These three forms have also been
described on the basis of their specific ECG
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